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Company overview
Babble-On App Localization (www.ibabbleon.com), one of the most recognized translation and copywriting services for
iOS and Android, gathers only the most qualiﬁed linguists from all over the world. The company provides quality
language service for software developers, including localization by a tight team of professional, native software
translators, as well as app description and press release copywriting for every language available on the App Store.
It was a great pleasure to interview the founder of Babble-on Inc., Benjamin Zadik, a professional translator and
copywriter himself, to learn more details of the company’s success and glowing recommendations from software
developers.

Challenge

Solution

When new software trends led to an explosion of
mobile phone apps using a variety of localization
formats (.strings, .xml, etc.), Babble-on reorganized to
focus on the needs of app developers.

The company was looking for an appropriate solution
for collaboration in translation that also supported the
nearly two dozen localization formats they were asked
to use by developers.

The main complication for Babble-on was managing
multilingual projects simultaneously in over a dozen
languages, especially when customers were sending
software localization formats that professional linguists
might inadvertently break with just a missing
semicolon.

Among those, Crowdin, a collaborative translation tool,
stood out as the leading platform.

Training nearly 80 linguists would be time-consuming
and costly, and answering the same questions about
context for individual translators on the same project
was ineﬃcient.
Software translation required special tools that could
separate the code and formatting from the actual text,
and allow for added information about context.
“ We had grown so fast that we could see that our
personal style and dedication to quality needed a
whole new platform that focused on apps and
emphasized real-time collaboration,” says Mr. Zadik.

Babble-on joined Crowdin in 2011 to take advantage of
its technical simpliﬁcation of the localization process. It
seamlessly maintains document formatting intact and
allows for group discussions about diﬃcult texts as the
translators work.
Crowdin also gives Babble-on the capability to add
context when developers do not, as well as include
screenshots in-line for further clarifying how the text
will be used.
Thanks to Crowdin, Babble-on can handle a nearly
unlimited number of software localization projects into
dozens of languages and in any format a developer
requires. The site oﬀers security and privacy for the
translations and translation memories to ensure the
integrity of the work of software developers.

“ Unlike other online tools, Crowdin had real potential for professional translators, not just
hobbyists and volunteers. It supported dozens of localization formats, oﬀered real-time
discussions, translation memories and term glossaries — the tools professionals need to
ensure quality for our clients.”
— Benjamin Zadik, founder
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Implementation
Every new app localization project that Babble-on handles is uploaded to a secure account on the Crowdin service,
which instantly counts the number of words to translate in each ﬁle, eliminating duplicates in order to save time and
costs for developers.
Professional translators work string by string, which allows texts to be added immediately to the translation memory.
When a client sends new strings for an update, the professional translators instantly see what needs to be translated,
and the client is charged just a minimal amount for what’s new rather than having to pay to have the whole app
translated again. The same translators work on the update, ensuring quality and consistency. These translators also
leverage the previous translation memory to help with new texts, making the process fast and eﬃcient.

“Crowdin has allowed us to triple the number of simultaneous projects we handle on a
daily basis, and to support hundreds of projects that we would not have otherwise been
able to complete. Because Crowdin handles document formatting automatically, we're
able to save valuable time on QA (Quality Assurance) and turn around projects faster than
ever before.”
— says Mr. Zadik

About Crowdin
Crowdin is one of the leading translation and localization management platforms that handles both document and
software projects. By cooperating with language service providers, Crowdin has made localization accessible for
professional linguists and made it possible to for multiple oﬀsite translators to collaborate as they work. Crowdin
successfully balances the needs of developers with those of professional translators and volunteers. Developers get
the consistency and tools they need, while professional translators beneﬁt from translation memories, group
discussions, and enhanced context.
Crowdin Collaborative Translation Tool brings translation memory, glossaries, and screenshots to clarify the
source ﬁle context. More information is available at www.crowdin.net
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